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Introduction 
  
 This Article examines privacy and its relationship to newsgathering, against the backdrop of larger currents in contem-
porary debates about privacy. We live in interesting times, in which privacy appears to be disintegrating all around us. 
This Article concentrates on only one relatively narrow band of current public discourse concerning privacy - the band 
that encompasses media issues such as whether laws should be passed to curb the practices of paparazzi, and whether 
the media should be liable for engaging in aggressive newsgathering techniques or for publishing private facts. A prin-
cipal hypothesis of this piece is that our future laws and public policies on these issues inevitably will be influenced by 
broader cultural movements regarding privacy. This Article attempts to place information-gathering issues in the con-
text of these larger privacy debates. 

Although the phrase "the right to gather news" appears in the title of this piece, many of the issues discussed here 
go beyond what we might conventionally call "newsgathering," at least to the extent that the term conjures images of 
the mainstream institutional press. The array of individuals and entities that engage in aggressive or surreptitious tactics 
to gather and disseminate ostensibly private information about other individuals and entities is as multifarious as mod-
ern life, and it seems that whether or not we would all do the things that some people do to get this stuff, we all end up 
trafficking it. At times it seems as if everybody is invading everybody's privacy every day: activists and interest groups, 
labor unions and corporate competitors, prosecutors and persecutors, presidential aides and congressional committees, 
journalists and jilted lovers, alienated executives and estranged spouses, whistle-blowers and flame-throwers, fame-
seekers and window peekers, Linda Tripps and Larry Flynts - the carnival carousel goes round and round - Letterman to 
Leno, Jerry Springer to Larry King; everything is hanging out; nothing is sacred; we have all gone nuts. 

This Article begins by canvassing the cultural mood with broad brush-sweeps, in which alleged invasions of priva-
cy by the press and other information-gatherers are located against the backdrop broader privacy debates. After briefly 
cataloguing what some of the ingredients of a privacy-restorative agenda might be, the Article focuses more narrowly 
on the legal and policy issues governing proposals to restrain the conduct of paparazzi, to enhance legal protection 
against intrusion in the course of information-gathering, and to rejuvenate the tort of publication of private facts. 

 [*1098]  

I. The Mood of the Culture 
  
 The cultural mood is to retrench privacy and restrain the press. This means that for privacy advocates, these are at once 
the worst of times and the best of times. 

These are the worst of times for privacy, because we seem to have so little of it. A report on the state of privacy in 
modern times would note the following disquieting trends: 

We Live in a Paparazzi and Tabloid Culture. Modern mass culture often appears to be careening out of control, as if 
we were all characters in a massive Tom Wolfe novel run amuck, our lives turned inside-out, made into veritable 
amusement parks for the decadent entertainment of the world's prurient voyeurs.  n1 
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The Dividing Line Between Public and Private Life Has Evaporated. If there was once a cultural understanding that 
life contained public and private spheres and that even celebrities and powerful public officials deserved some sem-
blance of private lives, that understanding passed with the wind. Sex, infidelity, and lies about both are not just sinful 
anymore, they are newsworthy. 

The Lives of Ordinary People Are Often the Focus of Entertainment and News in Mass Culture. In both mass cul-
ture and elite culture, portrayals of the common person have always been important. Stories about the tragedies or tri-
umphs of what the law would normally call "private figures" are not new. The grief of a family devastated by a fire or 
the giddy highs of a family that has just won the lottery jackpot have always been deemed newsworthy. Stories about 
ordinary people, however, appear to be increasing in quantity, in intensity, and in their degree of penetration into private 
lives. "Reality television" programs, talk shows such as Jerry Springer, and a greater emphasis on "human interest" 
stories even in mainstream news reporting have all contributed to a dissolving of the line between public and private 
figures. 

New Technologies Allow our Privacy to Be Penetrated in Ways Never Before Possible. There is a widespread 
sense that the sheer power of modern technologies to penetrate what were once private spaces have dramatically de-
graded privacy. What was once the high-tech exotica of spy movies is now readily available to the upscale mail-order 
customer: cameras that can fit within a pair of eyeglasses, microphones that hear through walls from afar to pick up the 
sighs and whispers of the bedroom, and telephone taps that can make anyone a fully-equipped Linda Tripp. Celebrities 
appear before Congress to complain that it is just not fun anymore dealing with all the feeding frenzies, the paparazzi, 
and the tabloids, largely because the privacy-invaders have become so good at what they do.  n2 

 [*1099]  We Are Awash in Surveillance. If new technologies have increased the degree of penetration into privacy, 
they have also, in a somewhat different way, increased the scope of surveillance. We are increasingly "watched" in the 
mundane actions of daily life, as cameras record our movements on streets and sidewalks, at the automated teller ma-
chine, inside stores, restaurants, lobbies of public buildings, and in our work spaces. Our daily transactions are recorded 
and stored in data banks - our use of credit or debit cards, our entry and exit from buildings, our telephone calls, and our 
e-mail messages.  n3 

There Is a Growing Threat to Privacy On-Line. As the Internet has become a tool used by many Americans as part 
of their daily social and business lives, concerns over privacy on the Internet have expanded. There is an ongoing strug-
gle among Internet providers, software manufacturers, on-line privacy advocates, and consumers over on-line privacy 
issues.  n4 

The Partnership of the Press and Law Enforcement. Whether the partnership is real or merely imagined, there is a 
growing sense that the media and the law enforcement are often in cahoots. With increasing frequency, cops and jour-
nalists seem to pursue the same stories, to trade information with one another, and even to collaborate in the processes 
of search, seizure, and arrest.  n5 Television programs show real police officers in real police cars arriving at the homes 
of real people to serve real warrants with real reporters filming right along side. In the midst of all this reality there is a 
confusion of roles. Being searched, seized, and arrested was once largely a private thing. In modern times, however, 
these events happen on television.  n6 

There Is an Increased Use of Shaming as a Form of Social Control and Criminal Punishment. Aside from the in-
creasing appearance of collaboration between the press and law enforcement, there is a growing use of "shaming" as a 
formal method of criminal punishment, or a less formal method of social  [*1100]  control. Shaming, the use of public 
ridicule or embarrassment to punish wrongdoing, is frequently privacy-invading. Some states, for example, have recent-
ly begun to place the criminal records of sexual offenders on Internet web sites.  n7 

This Is a Time of Ambivalent Legal Protection for Private Autonomy on Matters such as Reproduction, Sexual 
Conduct, or Assisted Suicide. The legal protection that society provides for private autonomy on matters such as repro-
duction, sexual conduct, or assisted suicide is currently in a state of ambivalence. Constitutional law appears somewhat 
"stalled" on these issues at present.  n8 This irresolute commitment to the "substantive" protection of these type of auton-
omy-grounded privacy choices may seem unrelated, or only distantly related, to the debate over the tensions between 
privacy and the news media, which this Article principally focuses on, but I believe that linkages do exist. Many of the 
same cultural forces that have tended to diminish "informational privacy" have also worked against any robust protec-
tion of "substantive" privacy. 

II. A Corrective Agenda 
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 These may be the worst of times for privacy, in that there appears to be so little of it. Yet these may also be the best of 
times, because the collective sense that privacy is being lost appears to be generating a cultural backlash. There is a 
yearning for correctives. Our public discourse today includes many proposals for retrenching privacy, and reigning in 
the press and other privacy-invaders, through the development of new privacy-protecting laws. Some of the possibilities 
include: 

(1) Restrictions on the Practices of Paparazzi. Legislation has been enacted in California  n9 and proposed at the fed-
eral level  n10 to restrict the perceived  [*1101]  abuses of the paparazzi. While some of these proposals are relatively 
modest, targeting only the most extreme forms of dangerous "paparazzitic" behavior,  n11 other proposals would substan-
tially augment existing criminal and tort protection of privacy.  n12 

(2) Invigorating the Tort of Publication of Private Facts. One of the quintessential privacy torts is the publication of 
private facts.  n13 This tort, however, often seems to exist more "in the books" than in practice. Suits by plaintiffs often 
fail, commonly because the fact that is revealed, even if admittedly "private," is nonetheless deemed newsworthy and its 
revelation protected by the First Amendment.  n14 Thus an obvious strategy for increasing legal protection of privacy 
would be to modify First Amendment and tort doctrines so as to make this a more viable tort.  n15 Closely related to this 
strategy would be to make it illegal to traffic in privacy contraband, a restriction discussed below in connection with 
possible new limitations on newsgathering.  n16 

(3) Creating Legally Enforceable Limits on Newsgathering Methods. One way to counter invasions of privacy by 
the media is to create new legal limitations on newsgathering techniques, or to reinvigorate old ones. This is  [*1102]  a 
broad strategy that may be subdivided into a number of constituent parts, such as: 

(A) Elimination or Restriction of the Reporter's Privilege. Journalists today make heavy use of confidential sources 
to obtain stories.  n17 The promises of confidentiality they make are protected, to varying degrees depending on the juris-
diction and the circumstances, under the "reporter's privilege," which courts widely recognize under the First Amend-
ment, state shield legislation, or state common law.  n18 One tactic for reducing invasions of privacy is  [*1103]  to elim-
inate or severely restrict this privilege, on the theory that many of the sources used by reporters to obtain private infor-
mation would dry up if promises of confidentiality no longer received legal protection.  n19 

(B) Expansion of Liability for Intrusion. A variety of standard torts, such as intrusion, trespass, assault, battery, 
fraud, or inducement of breach of contract may be used to attack aggressive newsgathering methods. Recently, media 
targets have brought an increasing number of highly visible cases grounded in these causes of action.  n20 As these torts 
become viable methods of attacking aggressive newsgathering techniques, the use of those techniques may be deterred, 
thereby increasing protection of privacy. The tort of intrusion, either as a common-law or statutory cause of action, is of 
particular importance in this area of pro-privacy reform.  n21 

(C) Making It Illegal to Traffic in Privacy Contraband. One of the existing dogmas of First Amendment law is that 
the press has a presumptive right to publish truthful information that is lawfully obtained.  n22 The dissemination of a fact 
that might otherwise be deemed private (and thus protected, for example, under a newly-invigorated version of the tort 
of publication of private facts), will normally be deemed protected under today's First Amendment standards if the fact 
was "lawfully obtained" by the person seeking to  [*1104]  disseminate it.  n23 Thus, the press may publish private mate-
rial leaked to it intentionally or through inadvertence, even though the person who leaked the material may have violat-
ed some legal duty.  n24 But if such information were deemed "privacy contraband," the law might be able to proscribe 
its "downstream" dissemination, in much the same way that it is illegal to traffic in or possess illegal drugs or to receive 
stolen goods.  n25 

(4) Breaking the Partnership Between the Media and Law Enforcement. If one of the threats to privacy today is the 
growing appearance of partnership between the press and law enforcement, breaking up that joint venture is a natural 
avenue for pro-privacy reform. Police, for example, might be forbidden from bringing journalists along when they exe-
cute search or arrest warrants. The Supreme Court recently held that such media "ride-alongs" violate the Fourth 
Amendment,  n26 which will presumably put an effective end to this practice.  n27 

 [*1105]  (5) Reducing the Availability of Privacy-Invading Material in On-Line Databases. This is not a proposal 
that necessarily targets the media, but rather one that may affect governmental agencies and various private commercial 
database services.  n28 If the accumulation and accessibility of private information on-line is curtailed, privacy will be 
enhanced.  n29 

(6) Turning Off Surveillance Cameras. The most direct and obvious way to counter the increasingly pervasive sur-
veillance in society is to require that some of the cameras be turned off.  n30 In most cases a surveillance camera was put 
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in place by some private business or public authority with the legal right to put the camera where it is - on the property 
of the business itself, in some public building, or in some public place.  n31 To disable the private retail business from 
taking video images of its own premises, or the private employer  [*1106]  from videotaping its own employees, would 
require legislation diminishing the normal prerogatives of ownership in the service of privacy. To effect similar changes 
against public entities would require similar legislative or administrative enactments or an interpretation of constitution-
al law that treats such videotaping as a violation of a constitutional right.  n32 

III. A Critique of Privacy-EnhancingProposals 
  
 The various proposals listed above (and many other creative proposals not listed) implicate a wide range of policy and 
legal issues, many of which the articles presented as a part of this symposium discuss in detail. Having attempted to set 
the debate over information-gathering against the backdrop of these larger debates, the focus here is now narrowed to 
several of the proposals that deal with information-gathering: curbing the paparazzi, expanding liability for aggressive 
newsgathering through the enhancement of liability modeled after the tort of intrusion, and rejuvenating the tort of pub-
lication of private facts.  n33 

A. Curbing the Paparazzi 
  
 The paparazzi do not have many friends in high places. Whatever the actual forensic truth, cultural mythology will 
always hold the paparazzi partly responsible for the death of Princess Diana. Alcohol, reckless driving, or unbuckled 
seatbelts in some combination may have been the proximate cause, but the paparazzi were on the scene before, during, 
and after the accident, and the people will never forgive them for it. Diana was at once the princess and the martyr of 
celebrity. What the paparazzi made, the paparazzi took away. And for some, having destroyed the princess, the paparaz-
zi ought now be destroyed.  n34 

The political impulse to "do something" about the paparazzi is strong, and were it not for the First Amendment, 
there would be little meaningful opposition. When Congress conducted hearings on possible federal anti-paparazzi 
legislation, an impressive panel of beleaguered celebrities, including actors Michael J. Fox and Paul Reiser, told their 
woeful and compelling tales to a sympathetic audience.  n35 The paparazzi, it turns out, are not particularly nice people. 

Even so, the paparazzi's actions in gathering photographic images of the infamous and celebrated have been under-
stood, up to now, as protected under the First Amendment, at least when they took photographs in public  [*1107]  plac-
es and did not engage in any independently criminal or tortious activity. A crime or a tort does not occur when merely 
photographing a public person in a public place.  n36 

The most far-reaching anti-paparazzi legislation is California's new law,  n37 a product in part of the influence that 
the Screen Actors Guild has in the California legislature.  n38 The law prohibits physical invasions of privacy for the 
purpose of capturing images about a person engaging in "personal or familial activity" when that "invasion occurs in a 
manner that is offensive to a reasonable person" and is done for a commercial purpose.  n39 Far more significantly, how-
ever, the new California law imposes liability under a theory of "constructive invasion of privacy," prohibiting intru-
sions through the use of technical means that facilitate privacy invasions that otherwise could not have been obtained 
without a trespass.  n40 The law defines "personal and familial"  [*1108]  activity to include intimate personal matters, 
close relationships, and other private affairs, but specifically excludes actions that are illegal.  n41 The law defines "for a 
commercial purpose" as any act done with the "expectation of a sale, financial gain, or other consideration."  n42 

The California law authorizes compensatory damages, treble damages, punitive damages, the disgorgement of prof-
its obtained from the sale of the information obtained,  n43 as well as equitable relief against future violations.  n44 Going 
after the tabloids that create the markets for the paparazzi, the law also holds liable any person who directs, induces, or 
solicits the invasion of privacy, whether or not there is an employer-employee relationship, and further subjects this 
person to punitive damages.  n45 In its only apparent show of restraint, the California law falls short of making the photo-
graphs of paparazzi "privacy contraband," by including the caveat that mere publication of material obtained in viola-
tion of the law does not itself qualify as a violation, although such a publication might be independently tortious as the 
publication of private facts.  n46 

 [*1109]  The legislative initiatives proposed at the federal level vary somewhat in their details, but essentially they 
would make it a crime to photograph any person for the purpose of selling that photograph for commercial gain if, in the 
process, the photographer places the person being photographed in danger of serious physical injury or death.  n47 
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 [*1110]  California Senator Dianne Feinstein and Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch introduced a 
bill in 1998, again with the enthusiastic support of the Screen Actors Guild, that would make it a federal crime to persis-
tently follow or chase "a person in a manner that causes the person to have a reasonable fear of bodily injury" in order to 
film or record them for commercial purposes.  n48 The bill established a penalty of up to one year in prison for engaging 
in such action, enhanced to at least five years if the actions caused serious bodily injury, and at least twenty if the ac-
tions caused death.  n49 Following the California model, the Feinstein bill also banned paparazzi tactics that included 
either physical trespass or constructive trespass.  n50 

The anti-paparazzi proposals have three principal characteristics. First, they single out one class of persons for cov-
erage, a class apparently intended to cover only the classic "paparazzi," but that might well encompass certain "main-
stream" journalistic efforts. Second, they seek to provide protection against physical injury or fear of injury. And third, 
they attempt to curb certain high-tech methods of photography and recording through the concept of constructive tres-
pass. 

I will deal first with the constitutional and policy issues implicated by the attempt to single out one class of persons 
for coverage. The proposals attempt to confine their coverage in two ways - one dealing with motive and the other with 
method. The California law and the various federal proposals only proscribe attempts to obtain photographs or record-
ings for "commercial purposes." In turn these attempts are made illegal only through such actions as persistently follow-
ing or chasing the individual or by engaging in trespass or constructive trespass. 

To the extent that the intent and operation of these laws focus on the traditional paparazzi, they violate current First 
Amendment principles that prohibit singling out a certain class of speakers or a certain form of media for specially 
disfavorable treatment.  n51 The bill proposed in the House of Representatives limited liability to persons actually doing 
the photographing or recording  n52 and subsequently engaged in a "sale or transfer" of the materials for financial consid-
eration.  n53 Only the photographer is on the hook - the bill  [*1111]  explicitly excludes from coverage the photogra-
pher's employer, or if the photographer is an independent contractor, the entity that purchases the material, such as a 
tabloid.  n54 

Imagine seven different photographers who take photographs or video recordings of a celebrity, each of whom en-
gages in behavior that otherwise would be proscribed by the law, such as by persistent following and chasing, or the use 
of equipment that permits taking the photographs or recordings through methods that would constitute trespass or con-
structive trespass: 

(1) The first photographer is an obsessive fan of the celebrity, who wishes to obtain the photographs and video re-
cordings for his or her own private collection of memorabilia. No sale or dissemination of the photographs or recordings 
is intended. 

(2) The second photographer is a member of an animal rights group who believes that the celebrity consistently en-
gages in behavior constituting cruelty to animals. The photographer wishes to obtain photographs or video recordings 
documenting such abuse. The photographs will not be sold, but will be donated to the animal rights group, for public 
dissemination in the group's various publications, for the purpose of raising public consciousness about mistreatment of 
animals. 

(3) The third photographer is a private investigator hired by the celebrity's spouse to attempt to document suspected 
adulterous behavior. The investigator is being paid for her services, but there is no separate charge for the photographs 
or video recordings as such, and thus no apparent sale or transfer of the images for financial consideration. The photo-
graphs will be given by the investigator to her client, who may use them to confront the errant spouse, or as evidence in 
divorce proceedings. 

(4) The fourth photographer is a journalist working for a mainstream television news program. The photo-journalist 
is a paid employee of the network. The photographs or video recordings obtained will be used by the network for com-
mercial news programming as part of a program on animal abuse. 

(5) The fifth photographer is a salaried paparazzo, working for a print or broadcast tabloid that will use the photo-
graphs or video recordings obtained for dissemination in a print tabloid such as The National Enquirer or a broadcast 
tabloid such as Inside Edition. These tabloids are commercial enterprises that publish or broadcast their material for 
profit. But because the photographer is a paid employee of the tabloid, the photographer will not engage in any sale or 
transfer of the material for financial consideration. 
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 [*1112]  (6) The sixth photographer is a free-lance journalist doing a story on animal abuse. The journalist intends 
to sell the photographs or video recordings for commercial gain to a serious, mainstream, non-tabloid newspaper, maga-
zine, or television news program. 

(7) The seventh photographer is a traditional paparazzo, who is attempting to obtain photographs or video record-
ings of the celebrity that can be sold to print or broadcast tabloid outlets for commercial profit. 

Under the California law, only the first two photographers, the obsessive fan and the animal rights activist, would 
appear to be off the hook. Every other photographer would have engaged in his or her actions for financial gain. At least 
as currently drafted, it appears that under the federal proposals, however, only the last of these photographers would be 
subject to the anti-paparazzi legislation. The first photographer (the obsessive fan) and the second photographer (the 
animal rights activist) do not appear to have any "commercial purpose," and thus appear cleanly out of the law's cover-
age. The third photographer (the private detective) is operating for commercial gain, in the sense that she is being paid 
for her services, and as part of that service she will indeed transfer the photographs to her client. She is an independent 
contractor. The question would be whether the transfer of the material as part of the overall service of investigating 
would trigger the coverage of the act. The fourth and fifth photographers are in identical "transactional" positions, both 
are salaried employees of entities that intend to use the material for publication or television programming for profit. 
The bill as drafted clearly exempts from liability the tabloids that employ these photographers. Because there is no lit-
eral "sale or transfer" of the material, the photographers themselves appear to be outside the bill's coverage. 

So we are down to the sixth and seventh photographers, the serious free-lance photojournalist and the traditional 
paparazzo, both of whom operate as independent contractors. If these are the correct constructions of the California law 
and of the proposed federal laws, they are constitutionally vulnerable for multiple reasons. 

At the broadest level, the coverage of these laws is triggered only by acts of communication and expression, and on 
that basis alone they constitute content-based regulation of speech  n55 of the sort presumptively violative of the First 
Amendment.  n56 Although one of the federal bills recites that it is not  [*1113]  a defense that an image is not actually 
captured or actually sold,  n57 a provision clearly intended to bring within the act's prohibitions the hapless photographer 
whose camera fails to operate or is unable later to effectuate a sale. The bill does only cover persons who engage in 
behavior for the purpose of capturing such images and making such sales. These proposals thus do not proscribe physi-
cal conduct alone. It is not the mere "chasing or following" or "trespass" or "constructive trespass" that is made illegal. 
The chasing or following must be for the purpose of obtaining the image or recording, with the intent to sell, transfer, or 
obtain financial gain from that image or recording. The transfer of an image or recording is an act of communication. As 
such, only conduct that is engaged in for the purpose of communication is proscribed. Thus, the legislation is not con-
tent-neutral; it does not target "conduct" that merely impacts speech in an "incidental" manner.  n58 

The anti-paparazzi laws are manifestly content-based laws, because they contain as a predicate element the perpe-
trator's intent to sell or transfer communicative material.  n59 As content-based laws, they are presumptively unconstitu-
tional.  n60 Most pointedly, they run afoul of the principles established in the so-called "Son of Sam" case, Simon & 
Schuster, Inc. v. New York State Crime Victims Board,  n61 which struck down the New York law that targeted the roy-
alties earned by criminals who sold the stories of their criminal activities for profit through media such as books or 
movies.  n62 Although a general law confiscating the proceeds of criminal activity is not unconstitutional,  [*1114]  a law 
that singles out for confiscation only those proceeds derived from communicative activity is not.  n63 

Indeed, the proponents of the anti-paparazzi legislation may have actually shot themselves in the foot by attempting 
to narrow their target to paparazzi. There are actually two shots, hitting both feet, and leaving the proposals without a 
leg to stand on. As already explained, the proposals trigger the First Amendment's rigorous proscriptions against con-
tent-based discrimination. That is the first shot. But the legislation also targets one narrow class of photographers.  n64 
That is the second shot. Both shots cause the proponents of these reforms to forfeit one of the most formidable current 
doctrines available to them, the principle that members of the media normally enjoy no First Amendment exemption 
from laws of "general applicability." In Cohen v. Cowles Media Co.,  n65 for example, the Supreme Court refused to 
allow a First Amendment defense to a promissory estoppel claim brought against a newspaper that violated a promise of 
confidentiality it had granted to a source.  n66 The Court said that "generally applicable laws do not offend the First 
Amendment simply because their enforcement against the press has incidental effects on its ability to gather and report 
the news."  n67 Similarly, cases involving taxes on the press generally appear to track Equal Protection Clause analysis - 
sustaining taxes that are generally applicable but striking down taxes that single out the press, or any subset of it, for 
disadvantageous tax treatment.  n68 This doctrine is one of the most powerful weapons privacy advocates have in their 
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arsenal; yet, it is not available to defend anti-paparazzi legislation, because such legislation is manifestly not of general 
applicability. 

Another free-standing infirmity in the anti-paparazzi proposals is that they discriminate among speakers, differen-
tially penalizing information-gathering efforts and chilling free expression in a manner that offends the equality princi-
ples embedded in the First Amendment.  n69 In the example given  [*1115]  above, all five of the photographers - the 
animal rights activist, the salaried "mainstream" journalist, the salaried "tabloid" journalist, and the two free-lance pho-
tographers - engaged in identical physical behavior, and all did so with the intent of obtaining images and disseminating 
those images to others for the purpose of communication. Only the altruistic non-profit motivation of the animal rights 
activist exempted the activist from the anti-paparazzi laws' coverage. Further, in the federal proposals, only the nature of 
the employer-employee relationship put the salaried photographer outside the act's coverage and the free-lancer within 
it. Orthodox First Amendment doctrine simply will not countenance such forms of speaker-based discrimination. 

The First Amendment does not, for example, generally tolerate discrimination against a particular medium of ex-
pression or a particular form or genre of expression.  n70 More profoundly, just because a speaker engages in communi-
cative activity for profit does not diminish the constitutional protection that the speaker would otherwise enjoy. The 
commercial motivation of the speaker simply does not disqualify otherwise protected speech, or otherwise protected 
forms of information-gathering, from the shelters of the First Amendment. 

Photographs and visual recordings obtained by the freelance journalist and freelance paparazzo are not in any sense 
"commercial speech," which sometimes receives less First Amendment protection than other types of speech.  n71 
"Commercial speech" is not simply speech engaged in for profit. In Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citi-
zens Consumer Council, Inc.,  n72 the Supreme Court declared that "speech does not lose its First Amendment protection 
because money is spent to project it, as in a paid advertisement of one form or another."  n73 Elaborating, the Court de-
clared that "speech likewise is protected even though it is carried in a form that is 'sold' for profit."  n74 If this were not 
the rule, the entire content of any book,  [*1116]  newspaper, or television program sold or supported by advertising 
would constitute commercial speech. Commercial speech is thus speech that proposes commercial transactions - adver-
tising, essentially - and even advertising enjoys expansive constitutional shelter.  n75 

B. Expanding Liability for Aggressive Information-Gathering 
  
 If the laws that target the paparazzi are unconstitutional largely because they target paparazzi, the question remains 
whether genuinely general laws, at least laws that do not single out any subset of speakers or particular genre of expres-
sion for particularly disfavorable treatment, would be constitutional. Imagine, for example, a law that would make the 
information-gathering efforts of all seven of the photographers in the example above illegal. Such a law would actually 
enhance privacy more than the narrow anti-paparazzi legislation and would simultaneously chill a far broader range of 
information-gathering and expression. 

Such an expansion could be effected through anti-paparazzi legislation that simply left out the anti-paparazzi part. 
Or it could be effected through expansion of the common law tort of intrusion. Because legislative and common law 
expansion of the notion of "intrusion" implicate similar policy concerns and constitutional problems, they are discussed 
here in one basket.  n76 The mosaic of policy and legal questions posed by the application of the tort of intrusion to in-
formation-gathering efforts by the mainstream media, public interest, or paparazzi is arresting in its texture, color, and 
complexity. The intrusion tort in its classic formulation contains three elements. A plaintiff  [*1117]  must prove: (1) an 
intentional intrusion; (2) on the "solitude or seclusion of another"; (3) that would be "highly offensive to a reasonable 
person."  n77 Before the First Amendment is even implicated, the perplexity of these three tort concepts itself provides a 
magnificent display. The three elements have differing points of focus. The concept of "seclusion" appears to focus on 
the plaintiff. In contrast, the element of "intrusion" appears to concern itself more with the conduct of the defendant, or 
at least on the interaction between the defendant's conduct and the "seclusion" of the plaintiff. And the third require-
ment, "offensiveness," seems also to be an admixture, inviting an assessment of the repugnance of the defendant's ac-
tions in relation to perceived intensity of the plaintiff's asserted claim for solitude. 

Brooding over, under, and through these tort issues is the First Amendment. Because the tort of intrusion ostensibly 
redresses actions by the defendant that precede any act of communication, some argue that constitutional freedoms of 
speech and press simply play no role whatsoever in intrusion cases, permitting jurisdictions to develop the law of intru-
sion unfettered by First Amendment restraints. Yet intrusions are often committed by the media in the context of news-
gathering, or by public interest groups intent on exposing perceived abuses of power, or by private individuals engaged 
in acts of dissent or "whistleblowing." If the First Amendment provided at least some measure of protection for infor-
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mation-gathering activity, the tort doctrine would be limited by constitutional standards, in much the same way that the 
First Amendment already constrains tort doctrine in defamation and in other branches of privacy law. 

If the tort of intrusion was constructed merely to safeguard physical interests, there would be no obvious reason for 
its existence.  n78 Interests in bodily integrity are adequately protected by the crime and the tort of battery.  n79 To the 
extent that some additional buffer zone of physical protection is required, the tort of assault provides it, extending pro-
tection to the wider zone of physical fear. Similarly, interests in the integrity of physical spaces and things that one 
owns are sufficiently protected by torts such as trespass, conversion, or trespass to chattels. 

From the opposite extreme, if the tort of intrusion is solely designed to protect psychological interests, it would also 
appear to be expendable. If intrusion is simply the "peace tort," created to vindicate interests in equanimity  [*1118]  
and mental well-being, the tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress would seem to adequately cover the field. 

In terms of the architecture of tort doctrine, therefore, the question is what load should the tort of intrusion - either 
in its common law form or as part of some new legislative privacy package - be engineered to carry? What value does 
society gain from the tort's existence? 

The starting point in attempting to make a case for intrusion is "seclusion." Borrowing from Fourth Amendment 
search and seizure concepts, at the threshold of an intrusion case, courts frequently ask whether the plaintiff had a "rea-
sonable expectation of privacy" in the seclusion that has allegedly been invaded. But what makes an expectation "rea-
sonable" is itself a social construct, and the conclusion that a plaintiff's expectation was or was not reasonable inevitably 
turns on more detailed and subtle evaluations.  n80 "Seclusion" in privacy law thus appears to be an amalgam of factors 
relating to physical space, personal and professional relationships, human intimacy, psychological peace, and personal 
culpability. 

Seclusion is, to some degree, a "spacial" concept, in which a principal focus is on the nature of the physical space 
the plaintiff is occupying at the moment of the purported intrusion.  n81 Courts generally hold, for example, that it does 
not constitute intrusion to photograph a person in a public place.  n82 

At the opposite end of the spectrum are places, such as the home, that our legal tradition has tended to treat as "pri-
vate." The sacredness of the home as a "castle," a fortress of privacy surrounded with moats of constitutional and com-
mon-law protection, is legendary and centuries old.  n83 William Pitt, in a speech before Parliament, declared the home a 
sanctuary against the force of government, demarking the line at which the brute power of the state must yield to the 
principle of privacy: 
 

  
 "The poorest man may, in his cottage, bid defiance to all the forces of the crown. It may be frail; its roof may shake; the 
wind may blow through it; the storm may enter; the rain may enter; but the king of England may not enter; all his force 
dares not cross the threshold of the ruined tenement."  n84 

 [*1119]  
  
 This tradition was the backdrop of the Fourth Amendment, and its guarantee of the right of the people to be secure in 
their "persons, houses, papers, and effects" against unreasonable searches and seizures.  n85 

This solicitude for the home, originally conceptualized as a bulwark against the force of the state, has evolved into 
a broader concept, in which the home is seen as an essential to one's autonomy and privacy, a place of respite from the 
cruel world. In the words of Judge Jerome Frank: 
 

  
 A man can still control a small part of his environment, his house; he can retreat thence from outsiders, secure in the 
knowledge that they cannot get at him without disobeying the Constitution. That is still a sizable hunk of liberty - worth 
protecting from encroachment. A sane, decent, civilized society must provide some such oasis, some shelter from public 
scrutiny, some insulated enclosure, some enclave, some inviolate place which is a man's castle.  n86 
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 The integrity of the home as a castle has been tested by the so-called "ride-along" cases, in which plaintiffs complain 
that their civil rights are violated when the press accompany police executing search or arrest warrants in the home. 
Lower courts had split in these cases, and the Supreme Court granted review.  n87 In holding that such media "ride-
alongs" violate the Fourth Amendment,  n88 the Supreme Court recited the famous maxim that the house is one's castle - 
"the Fourth Amendment embodies the centuries-old principal of respect for the privacy of the home."  n89 

There are other physical spaces that are also considered quintessentially private. These spaces often take on their 
private character both because of the attributes of the space itself and the nature of the activity that usually occurs there. 
Hospital rooms, for example, are places we would normally regard as private.  n90 A patient in a hospital room is in some 
sense a temporary resident there. But more important is the quality of personal intimacy we tend to attach to the medical 
care that takes place in hospital rooms.  n91 

 [*1120]  If claims for intrusion are presumptively weakest in public spaces and strongest in private spaces, there 
will also naturally be many spaces that elude easy classification. A hospital room may be presumptively private, but 
what about an ambulance or a rescue helicopter? Does it matter whether the door to the ambulance or helicopter is open 
or shut? Our social intuitions regarding the ambulance or helicopter will more likely be informed not by the nature of 
the physical space or the vehicle, but by what is happening to the person at the time. A recent California case, wrestling 
with these concerns, held that a viable intrusion claim did exist in a case in which a news cameraman filmed an accident 
victim's conversations with medical rescue workers that occurred inside a rescue helicopter.  n92 

Though it may seem counter-intuitive, seclusion is also a relational concept. Defamation is a classic example of a 
"relational" tort, a tort that is designed to vindicate damage to "reputation," which is an injury to one's personal, social, 
familial, or business relationships.  n93 Privacy torts are traditionally not conceptualized as "relational." The difference 
between defamation and privacy, supposedly, is that defamation looks to the "external" damage done by the defendant 
to the "personal asset" known as reputation, whereas privacy looks inward, at the damage done to the individual's own 
psychic peace and tranquility.  n94 

This division, however, has always been more the stuff of paper than reality, and even the paper is porous. After a 
relatively nominal showing of injury to reputation, for example, plaintiffs in defamation cases can usually recover for 
their personal anguish and distress.  n95 In some jurisdictions the charade is abandoned altogether, and the plaintiff in a 
defamation action may recover for personal distress alone, without the necessity of showing any reputational injury at 
all.  n96 

Conversely, the tort of intrusion is a tort that, in at least some circumstances, seems aimed at protecting not merely 
internal peace of mind, but the inviolability of certain personal and professional relationships. Intrusion is thus in some 
of its applications a "relational" tort - one that focuses on whether the defendant has in some way invaded a confidential 
or intimate relationship the plaintiff has with someone else.  n97 Eavesdropping on the conversation of an attorney with 
her client, or a priest and his penitent, may well  [*1121]  be deemed more an invasion than eavesdropping on the con-
versation of an animal trainer with his monkeys.  n98 

One of the ongoing battlegrounds for intrusion is whether entry into a place of business or commerce constitutes an 
entry into a space sufficiently imbued with privacy interests to merit protection under the intrusion tort.  n99  [*1122]  
One of the most watched intrusion-style cases of current times involves such a commercial context. In Food Lion, Inc. 
v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.,  n100 the grocery store chain, Food Lion, sued ABC on various state tort theories such as 
fraud, trespass, and breach of fiduciary duty for actions by undercover ABC reporters and agents who infiltrated Food 
Lion operations and used hidden cameras to document alleged safety and sanitary violations by the store. On December 
20, 1996, a Greensboro, North Carolina jury found ABC liable for fraud, trespass, and breach of loyalty and awarded 
Food Lion $ 1,402 in compensatory damages, which was the approximate cost of hiring and paying the two reporters 
who obtained jobs in Food Lion stores for the sole purpose of spying on their meat departments.  n101 One month later, 
the jury awarded punitive damages of $ 5.5 million, later reduced by the trial judge.  n102 The question of the truth or 
falsity of the 1992 ABC broadcast was not at issue in the case. Rather, Food Lion attacked only ABC's newsgathering 
techniques, particularly the fraud and deception.  n103 The United States court of appeals for the Fourth Circuit reversed 
in part and affirmed in part, holding that the defendants could not be found liable for fraud, but could be held responsi-
ble for tortious breach of loyalty and for trespass.  n104 The court of appeals also held that there was no First Amendment 
privilege sheltering the defendants from these "run-of-the-mill" torts, laws of "general applicability." Because the award 
of damages against the defendants on those counts was only an award of $ 2 in nominal damages, however, the net 
financial effect of the Court of Appeals ruling was a victory for ABC. 
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Seclusion may also be at least partially an "intimacy" concept, in which the emphasis is on the activity in which the 
plaintiff is engaged at the time of the intrusion. Courts attempt to gage how "personal" or "intimate" or "private" the 
activity is. We are socially habituated to treat matters as sexuality, love, physical health, or medical procedures as high-
ly private. Accordingly, tort law is more likely to treat such activities as within the ambit of personal seclusion. The 
constitutional law protections for privacy, such as they are, tend to involve matters of intimacy.  n105 

 [*1123]  Similarly, seclusion may in part be a psychological concept, the metes and bounds of which do not de-
marcate physical space, personal relations, or intimacy, so much as psychological peace.  n106 The right to be left alone 
may to some degree protect the option to simply be alone. Alone for contemplation, meditation, or prayer. Alone for 
rejuvenation, respite, or rehabilitation. Alone for silence. 

Solicitude for this simple right to be left alone seemed to be a driving concern in what still remains one of the most 
famous intrusion cases, Galella v. Onassis,  n107 involving the paparazzo Donald Galella, who had persistently and ag-
gressively pursued photographs of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and her children, John and Caroline.  n108 The trial in that 
case exposed a textbook of paparazzi practices. There was evidence that Galella had jumped into the path of John Ken-
nedy, Jr. while riding his bicycle in Central Park, causing Secret Service agents concern for the boy's safety; that he had 
interrupted Caroline Kennedy while playing tennis; that he had entered the children's private schools; and that he had 
come uncomfortably close in a power boat to Jacqueline Onassis while she was swimming.  n109 He would often jump 
and posture while taking pictures of Onassis at public events, such as theater openings.  n110 He engaged in the practice of 
"bribing apartment house, restaurant and nightclub doormen" to be kept apprised of family movements.  n111 He even 
went so far as to romance a family servant.  n112 

The trial court found this conduct tortious and granted injunctive relief, which was sustained, in a somewhat modi-
fied form, on appeal.  n113 Galella was ordered to stay twenty-five feet away from Jacqueline Onassis and thirty feet from 
the children, to avoid any touching of them, to avoid any blocking of their "movement in public places and thorough-
fares," to avoid "any act foreseeably or reasonably calculated to place" their lives and safety in jeopardy, and to avoid 
"any conduct which would reasonably be foreseen to harass, alarm, or frighten" them.  n114 Outside of those restrictions, 
however, Galella remained free to follow and photograph Onassis and her children, and to sell and publish his photos.  
n115 

Finally, the plaintiff's own conduct may bear on the claim of intrusion. The policies that traditionally inform such 
stalwart tort concepts as contributory negligence or assumption of risk, or even such equitable principles like  [*1124]  
"unclean hands," may have an appropriate place in judging whether a viable intrusion claim exists. The plaintiff's con-
duct may enter the equation in a number of different ways. At the outset it may be a factor in judging whether there is an 
actionable intrusion into seclusion at all. Down the line it may come into play in assessing whether intrusion, under the 
circumstances, should be deemed justified. 

The simplest way in which the plaintiff's conduct may be relevant involves the plaintiff's own precautionary efforts 
to protect his or her own seclusion. The plaintiff's conduct thus works as a sort of conceptual umbrella that extends over 
all the factors we would otherwise weigh in deciding whether the plaintiff is entitled to some measure of legal protec-
tion of his or her privacy. To what extent is the privacy you take equal to the privacy you make? A person so imprudent 
as to not draw the shade may have a less persuasive claim against a stranger's prurient eyes than one who keeps the 
shades drawn.  n116 The impropriety of the plaintiff's behavior may also bear on the viability of the plaintiff's intrusion 
claim. A plaintiff who is intruded upon while engaging in an illegal activity may be disqualified from asserting an intru-
sion claim. 

Furthermore, what does it mean to "intrude?" Something more than "two's company and the press is a crowd." The 
law of torts already has a battery of devices that protect an individual's privacy and physical integrity. Battery is in the 
battery, along with assault and trespass. Are there "intrusions" into "seclusion" such that it makes sense for tort law to 
redress that which is not already a battery, assault, or trespass? If our intuitive answer to this question is "yes," then we 
must unpack the nature of "intrusion" with greater care. Again, the analysis fruitfully begins with the physical position-
ing. To what extent does the judgment of whether an "intrusion" occurred turn on where the alleged intruder is standing 
at the moment of the purported intrusion? Does it matter, for example, whether the defendant is in a public or private 
space at the time? 

Whether the penetration of the plaintiff's integument is or is not "intrusion" will also be informed by social percep-
tions regarding the "offensiveness" of the defendant's actions. "Offensiveness" is a ubiquitous concept in tort law. That 
it may be a common term, however, does not make it a clear one. The law of torts has always struggled for some way to 
define "offensive" conduct. Because what qualifies as offensive is, quintessentially, a social construct, a distilled deposit 
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of cultural mores, manners, and morals. Courts and commentators inevitably lapse into platitude, euphemism, and sub-
jectivity in attempting to define it. In the context of newsgathering, we might attempt to break the concept down, like a 
photographer breaks down her camera, into its component parts. 

It is first worth observing that our sense of the offensiveness of any particular intrusion is likely to be affected both 
by the conduct of the defendant and the intensity of our judgment that the plaintiff has had his or her seclusion invaded. 
Offensiveness is thus a hybrid construct that bridges the actions  [*1125]  of the plaintiff and the defendant. The strong-
er our feelings in a particular case for the plaintiff's seclusion, the more willing we are to label the defendant's conduct 
that interferes with seclusion as offensive. But for the sake of analysis, if we hold the plaintiff's position constant for the 
moment and make the only variable in the experiment the actions of the defendant, what kinds of factors should influ-
ence the offensiveness judgment? 

One obvious factor that may deserve consideration is "manner." How has the defendant entered the plaintiff's seclu-
sion? Was the entry open or surreptitious? Was the motive of the entrant revealed or concealed? Interestingly, judicial 
decisions cut both way on this issue. Some decisions seem to treat the hidden nature of the camera as something that 
adds to the offensive character of the defendant's action, presumably because of the increased deception involved.  n117 
Other courts, however, have noted that a hidden camera may at times be less intrusive, because it does not in any way 
interfere with the plaintiff's activity or distract the plaintiff from that activity.  n118 

A second possible factor is "method." Did the purported intruder merely observe with his or her own eyes and ears? 
Or was technical assistance required, like a high-powered telephoto lens, night-vision binoculars, or sensitive long-
range microphones? To what degree is the calculation of "offensiveness" thus influenced by the technical ingenuity with 
which the invasion was achieved?  n119 

A third potential factor is motive.  n120 To what extent should the law of torts be concerned with why the defendant 
intruded? Are altruistic intrusions more protected than selfish ones? How should we assess the motive of the animal 
rights activist who secretly tape-records episodes of alleged animal abuse behind the scenes of a movie set to expose the 
alleged abuse to public scrutiny, or instigate possible criminal prosecution?  n121 How should that motive be compared to 
the motive of a journalist who engages in the same act of secret recording in order to display the alleged abuse on a 
television news program?  n122 If the intruder is motivated by personal animus or  [*1126]  private vengeance, should that 
matter? Should it matter whether commercial profit plays a role in the intruder's calculus of motivation? Is an intrusion 
solely for commercial advantage, such as a banal exercise in industrial espionage, more offensive than intrusions moti-
vated by a desire to reform? To inform? Should we care what the nature of the information is? Is the uncovering of the 
salacious and sinful as important as the ferreting out of crime or abuse of power? And what are we to make of the 
mixed-motive case, as most human behavior is mixed in its motive? Is the paparazzo who intrudes for the sake of a 
shocking photograph revealing the President in the midst of a high crime and misdemeanor to be less protected for the 
high fee he receives when the photograph is sold to the highest bidder? 

A fourth nominee is "fixation." Did the purported intruder merely intrude, or was there some element of recording 
involved, some fixation of the plaintiff's conduct in a photo or film or audio recording? Once again, the tort of intrusion 
here bumps into its doctrinal cousins, those other causes of action that contain some element of copying or publication 
or appropriation among their formal elements. These torts are myriad and multifarious: libel, slander, false light inva-
sion of privacy, publication of private facts, appropriation of name or likeness, invasion of the right of publicity, copy-
right, trademark, and trade secret laws - common law and statutory claims requiring that something be "published" or 
"appropriated" or "copied." Should the tort of intrusion wall itself off from these concerns? Or does fixation play a role? 
If it does play a role, does it matter whether the images "fixed" are ultimately distributed or published? Does it matter 
whether the fixation independently violates some other civil or criminal law? 

And then, of course, there comes the Constitution. At the threshold is the issue of what kind of issue this is and 
whether it is in this context, "a constitution we are expounding."  n123 Are we dealing here entirely with tort law or is the 
First Amendment part of the conversation? If the First Amendment is to play a role, is it direct? Does the Constitution 
impose firm doctrinal limits on the power of states to make available to plaintiffs the tort of intrusion in situations in-
volving newsgathering? Or is the role of the First Amendment more indirect and rhetorical, in the nature of a "value" to 
be weighed in the mix of factors that comprise the tort analysis? 

If the First Amendment is treated as an authentic "player" in the policy and legal discussion, what vision of the First 
Amendment should inform its play? Is this the "Press Clause" First Amendment, a unique protection for the process of 
newsgathering, a largely "structural" notion designed to provide special protection for the functional and institutional 
role of the media in society?  n124 If this is the driving First Amendment engine, will some definition  [*1127]  of "me-
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dia" or of who does and does not qualify as a "journalist" be required? Will all "media" be treated equal? Or will dis-
tinctions be drawn between the high-brow and the tabloid? If a First Amendment newsgathering privilege of some sort 
is engrafted on the tort of intrusion, will this be another privilege bearing the moniker of The New York Times?  n125 And 
how will public interest groups fare, groups that we normally would not think of as part of the "press," such as People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals or Greenpeace, groups that engage in information-gathering out of ideological or 
religious conviction, but not for the purposes of "disseminating news" in the more conventional sense?  n126 

If the First Amendment is to play a direct, substantive, doctrinal role, should that role include the very shaping of 
the substantive cause of action of intrusion itself? Or should the First Amendment's position in the analysis be more 
moderate, kicking in only at the back end of the litigation, placing limits on the remedies the plaintiff may invoke? 

The list of questions posed above largely form the current policy and legal battleground. Without presuming to 
have answers to every question or insights into every subtlety and nuance, I would suggest a number of broad working 
propositions as guides to the future evolution of the law in this area. 

The First Amendment should be understood to forbid liability for obtaining information when the plaintiff is locat-
ed in a public place, in the absence physical harm, or a true threat of physical harm. There really is no debate over activ-
ity that either causes physical harm or truly threatens physical harm. No serious First Amendment argument can be 
made to immunize such conduct. 

Short of threats of physical harm, however, the application of intrusion torts to information-gathering activity 
should be governed by a bright-line rule that prevents liability when the plaintiff is in a public place. Thus, no matter 
how irritating it may be for a person to be "chased" or "followed" through public places, the mere chasing and following 
alone, unaccompanied by any physical harm or threat, may not be made the subject of liability when the chasing or 
following is for the purpose of information-gathering. This  [*1128]  should be the rule even though intrusion may be 
characterized as a "law of general applicability." 

The catch-phrase "law of general applicability" cannot simply be recited like a voodoo talisman to ward off noi-
some First Amendment spirits. At the threshold, the First Amendment must provide some general protection for infor-
mation-gathering activity, hale enough to withstand even laws of general applicability. If the person about whom infor-
mation is gathered is in a public place, the First Amendment should bar the tort of intrusion, absent physical harm or 
threats of such harm. 

If some state legislature were to become suddenly galvanized into a mood of zealous pro-privacy protection, and in 
that mood were to enact a privacy "super-tort" that made it illegal to take anyone's photograph in any public or private 
place without that person's consent, surely the First Amendment would require striking the law down. Such a super-tort, 
a cross between intrusion and appropriation, would effectively take what had traditionally been conceptualized as part 
of the public domain and turn it into private intellectual property. One's physical presence in a public space, and con-
comitant image in the eyes or camera lens of others, had not been traditionally thought of as something that one owns. A 
law that purported to make it so would be, in a sense, a law of general applicability. But it would also be a law that 
would cripple communication and expression, a law that would effectively give to the actors in human events a quality 
of ownership over news and history itself. 

If it seems awkward identifying the precise locus of unconstitutionality for such a provision, that is only because no 
attempt at such a super-tort has been made. Strong First Amendment advocates would begin with the well-established 
proposition that there is a right to disseminate information lawfully obtained. The defenders of the super-tort would 
rejoin that whatever protection this principle might previously have given photographers has now been lost, for now the 
obtaining of the information has been rendered unlawful, through passage of this new law of general applicability. But 
certainly this argument is not convincing. If it were, an open society could, through simple fiat, be suddenly rendered a 
closed one. The massive chill on the dissemination of information brought on by such a super-tort would surely violate 
the First Amendment, whether or not the law could be ingeniously characterized as one of "general applicability" or 
"content-neutrality." It would just be "too much."  n127 

 [*1129]  It is one thing to debate whether the famous Abraham Zapruder, who caught on a home camera the imag-
es of the assassination of President John Kennedy, has a legally enforceable copyright in his film, or whether others may 
copy the images he captured under the "fair use" exception to copyright law, or under some First Amendment right to 
discuss newsworthy events. But imagine that those whose images were caught on the film - Jacqueline Kennedy or 
Texas Governor John Connolly or any of Secret Service agents, police officers, or faces in the crowd - were understood 
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as having a property interest in their own physical images. Not only would such a law be silly as public policy, it would 
be unconstitutional. 

These results should not change when, in the course of some accident or disaster, public or private individuals suf-
fer serious harm in some public place, and journalists, filming or photographing or taking notes from some vantage 
point within the public space at which they have a right to be, capture images or information that appears to invade a 
plaintiff's privacy interests. It may offend good taste or even elemental norms of human sensitivity and decency to film 
a person dying on the street after a shooting or fire, but the images are certainly newsworthy, and the decision to dis-
seminate them should be left to the ethnical judgment of journalists. 

The balance of First Amendment interests do not change merely because the victim is loaded to a stretcher or 
placed inside an ambulance or rescue helicopter. As long as the journalist does not engage in physical trespass to see 
inside the open doors or transparent windows of the vehicle, the right to gather news in public places should trump 
whatever privacy interests of the plaintiff may be implicated. 

When the plaintiff is not in a public place, the analysis becomes more difficult. When it is an employee or agent of 
the plaintiff that obtains the photographic images or recordings, as part of an act of whistleblowing, the First Amend-
ment should preclude liability against employee or agent, and certainly against any news organization or other group 
that receives the fruits of the employee's or agent's betrayal for dissemination to the public. Thus, if in the Food Lion 
case ABC had not used its own agents or employees as confederates to infiltrate Food Lion, but had instead convinced 
Food Lion employees to wear hidden cameras, neither ABC nor the Food Lion employees should be subject to liability. 
If this was a governmental agency, the employee's decision to speak out and blow the whistle on wrongdoing within the 
agency would receive at least qualified First Amendment protection, under the matrix of rules that protect government 
employees when they speak out on issues of public concern.  n128 The employee of a private company in similar circum-
stances should be allowed to have at least some parallel First Amendment rights. If the employer sues the employee for 
intrusion or fraud or breach of some duty of loyalty, or for breach of contract for violating some  [*1130]  rule of confi-
dentiality or loyalty, state action doctrine should be sufficiently flexible to require that those rules of tort or contract be 
subject to First Amendment constraints. In much the same way that ordinary rules of tort law governing libel and inva-
sion of privacy were constitutionalized in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan  n129 and its progeny, and ordinary rules of 
contract and property law were brought within constitutional restraints in the racially restrictive covenant cases, Shelley 
v. Kramer  n130 and Barrows v. Jackson,  n131 First Amendment doctrines should constrain the power of state courts to 
afford remedies to private employers who attempt to penalize employees for engaging in communicative actions intend-
ed to expose wrongdoing implicating matters of public concern. The First Amendment, so construed, would be a font of 
whistleblower law. 

In the actual Food Lion case, of course, ABC used its own employees.  n132 In situations such as this, in which the 
plaintiff is in a private place, and the defendant or the defendant's agents have open access to that place, a qualified First 
Amendment privilege should protect the recording or photographing of what takes place in the setting, even if that re-
cording or photographing is surreptitious. The qualified privilege should weigh the strength of the plaintiff's interests 
against the defendant's interest in gathering information on matters of public concern for public dissemination. This 
means that imposing liability against investigative reporters for the type of surreptitious recording that took place in the 
Food Lion case should not be permitted. In Food Lion, ABC's operatives had been invited into the Food Lion stores and 
had merely recorded activity that they were able to observe with their naked eyes.  n133 It is true that Food Lion was de-
ceived and that Food Lion would not have invited the ABC employees in if Food Lion had known their identity, or if 
Food Lion had known that the activity was being recorded. But Food Lion's interests are not worthy of great respect. 
ABC's people were inside the food-preparation area. This was not an intrusion into confidential relationships. It was not 
an intrusion into a place of contemplation or peace. It was not an intrusion into actions involving intimacy. If there was 
trespass or fraud, it was technical. No palpable damage flowed directly from either. ABC's motivation, on the contrary, 
was laudable. ABC acted with "journalistic probable cause," relying on information furnished by numerous "whistle-
blowers" inside Food Lion that were complaining of the food preparation practices of the company.  n134 The story in-
volved matters of the highest public concern. The only way to document the practices was through the use of hidden 
cameras. In this setting, the First Amendment should either be understood to preclude liability altogether, or to limit 
damages to those actual physical or financial harms that flowed directly and immediately from the technical trespass or 
fraud. Any punitive damages, or damages flowing from the broadcast aired by ABC, should not have been permitted. 

 [*1131]  An even harder group of questions is posed when intrusions are accomplished through "constructive tres-
pass," in which the defendant is in a public place, the plaintiff is in a "private place" in a setting in which there is a rea-
sonable expectation of privacy, and the defendant uses technological equipment that enables the defendant to obtain 
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images or recordings that would not have otherwise been obtainable without trespassing. Even in this situation, some 
measure of First Amendment protection should exist, through a requirement that the plaintiff engage in reasonable be-
havior to protect his or her privacy before any liability can be imposed. Thus, a plaintiff engaged in intimate activity 
inside his or her bedroom, who has not drawn the shades, ought not be permitted to obtain relief even if the visual imag-
es obtained involve high-powered telescopic lenses. 

The laws of physics will usually provide sufficient protection for plaintiffs who draw their shades. At least at pre-
sent, technology does not exist that will see through walls and curtains. Technology that may hear through walls and 
shaded windows does exist, however, and there may come a time when technologies that somehow visually penetrate 
solid structures will exist. Imagine that the plaintiff is in a setting of true seclusion, engaged in activity in which the 
various factors that would normally weigh heavily in favor of protecting privacy exist in abundance. Take, for the sake 
of argument, a defense attorney's worst nightmare: imagine that the plaintiff is inside her own home, in bed with her 
spouse, who also happens to be her physician, and after engaging in sexual activity, engages in an intimate discussion 
regarding reproductive choices. If journalists were to use sophisticated technology to somehow penetrate the walls of 
the building and obtain audio recordings of everything that was done and said, this should clearly be deemed intrusion. 

Turning to the ride-along cases, the Supreme Court's holding that such "ride-alongs" violate the Fourth Amendment 
did not address any First Amendment issues or the possible liability of the media itself for participating in such ride-
alongs.  n135 Given the Court's ruling that the practice violates the Fourth Amendment, these ride-alongs will, presuma-
bly, now be at an end, at least when they involve the execution of warrants. Wholly aside from the Fourth Amendment 
doctrine, however, this is an area where the media has long-term interests to cease and desist. I fear that if the press gets 
too close to the police, bad things will happen to the First Amendment. From the media's perspective, breaking the in-
cipient partnership with law enforcement is important for reasons that transcend the significance of any one story. 
Strong advocates of reporter's privilege have long argued that the Constitution should not permit law enforcement offi-
cials to "annex the media" as a means of law enforcement.  n136 Journalists also have argued, with mixed success, against 
searches of newsrooms and the issuance of subpoenas directed to materials journalists gathered for news reports.  n137 
Finally, journalists have insisted on the right to publish and broadcast information that comes from the police, judicial 
records, and judicial officers, even though they may be  [*1132]  aware that the information was actually not intended 
for their consumption.  n138 Journalists are not officers of the court; they are not officers at all. 

Yet the more journalists behave as if they are integral actors in the process of law enforcement, the more the force 
of their claims will be diminished. The press itself should, thus, be circumspect about ride-alongs. The problem with a 
ride-alongs is that they place the media dangerously close to being in a position of joint venture with the government. 
When a news organization and a law enforcement agency actually enter into a contract governing their relationship in a 
ride-along, the reciprocity is made formal. From a policy and constitutional perspective, this is a hazardous practice for 
the press, undercutting years of hard-fought arms-length autonomy from government. 

The advantage of the ride-along, of course, is that it allows the journalist to witness, live and first-hand, the gritty 
realities of law enforcement. There may well be material gathered in a ride-along that is compelling and newsworthy. 

If I were advising the media, however, I would at the very least urge a distinction between ride-alongs in public 
spaces, such as police cars cruising neighborhoods, and ride-alongs involving the actual execution of warrants, particu-
larly at residences. In the public space ride-along, the police have simply been willing to share with journalists access to 
their own internal spaces and processes (the squad cars, the banter between the cops, and the exchanges over the radio) 
and access to the streets and sidewalks, which are themselves public spaces. As long as there is no explicit or implicit 
compromise with the journalist's independence, so that the journalist remains free to criticize and report negative mate-
rial about the cops as well as the robbers, journalists might well find that the newsgathering advantages of such ride-
alongs outweigh the ethical costs attendant to the appearance of partnership that the ride-alongs might create. 

From an ethical perspective, however, the press should stop riding along with law enforcement officers to execute 
warrants. Now the press is no longer simply gaining a particularly valuable form of access to what is already a public 
setting. Now the press is no longer simply gaining the ability to report on news in the public arena from the point of 
view (physically, and perhaps psychologically) of the law enforcement official. In the warrant situation, when the war-
rant is being executed at a private residence, the press is at a location that it could not have gained access to at all with-
out the assistance of the police. This pushes collaboration too far. Indeed, in defending itself against civil rights suits 
challenging ride-alongs, the government officials who have been sued have been forced to make the press's valuable 
assistance an element of the officials' defense.  n139 Only if the media somehow can be understood to be aiding law en-
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forcement officials can the police argue that the media's presence is consistent with the terms and function of the war-
rant. This is an embarrassment to the press and a threat to its independence. 

 [*1133]  Having stated all this, however, I do not believe that the press should be legally answerable for its partici-
pation in such ride-alongs. The journalist who goes with the police inside a residence to witness or record an arrest is 
there at the invitation of the police. That should be enough to transform the private residence into a liability-free zone so 
far as the journalist is concerned. I do not believe the police should give journalists this permission to enter, or indeed, 
that the police have the constitutional right to give this authority, but if they do, it is the cops' problem, not the journal-
ist's. Police should bear sole responsibility for the constitutional violation. A journalist who accompanies the cops has 
not been transformed into a state actor. In fact, it offends the notion of an independent press embedded in our First 
Amendment tradition, as well as norms of journalistic ethics, to treat the press as a governmental agent. 

That the press may have a right to legal immunity for its presence, however, does not mean that it should be pre-
sent. For the reasons argued above, the press here has been its own worst enemy. For ethical and philosophical reasons, 
and for the long-term health of the First Amendment, this collaboration should end. 

C. Rejuvenating the Tort of Publication of PrivateFacts 
  
 Connected to the possibility of creating new "super-torts" aimed at restricting various forms of information-gathering is 
the possibility of breathing new life into the tort of publication of private facts. 

The law of defamation, and its privacy cousin, false-light invasion of privacy, are the normal vehicles for redress 
when false information is published that causes a plaintiff damage. Defamation claims are not attractive to plaintiffs 
who find their "behind-the-scenes" actions captured from hidden cameras, however, because it is difficult to argue that 
the material presented is "false," when it is right there on the screen for everyone to see. The visual images are usually 
"true," at least in a literal sense. The only viable claim a plaintiff may have in such circumstances is the claim that the 
images have been edited, altered, selectively presented, or elaborated upon in such a way as to make them misleading or 
false. In the absence of a plausible claim that the images have been distorted so as not to present a true picture, a defa-
mation claim will fail.  n140 

The plaintiff may also attempt to invoke the tort of publication of private facts. Even if the information is true, it 
may be tortious to publish it when it is nobody else's business. As the law now stands, however, this is not an inviting 
tort from the plaintiff's perspective, because both the common law and the First Amendment protect the dissemination 
of facts that are deemed newsworthy.  n141 

 [*1134]  Plaintiffs may argue, of course, that since the tort, by definition, only applies to "private" facts, any "pri-
vate" fact will by hypothesis not be newsworthy. This, however, has not been a particularly successful argument to date, 
for courts have recognized, properly, that a "fact" may be at once "private" and "newsworthy," and thus protected by the 
First Amendment even when its revelation offends mainstream sensibilities.  n142 A sexual affair is normally private. If it 
comes about because of sexual harassment, however, in which a public official has taken advantage of his or her power 
in office to force a subordinate to acquiesce to sexual advances in order to obtain advantages in the workplace, it be-
comes simultaneously newsworthy. 

The difficulty with the private facts tort is the seeming impossibility of applying any objective standard of news-
worthiness.  n143 The very enterprise itself seems to offend the First Amendment. The Bill Clinton-Monica Lewinsky 
scandal provides a telling illustration. On the one hand, the scandal seems to underscore a consensus that private con-
sensual conduct is not newsworthy. The remarkable results of public opinion polls, stubbornly supporting the President 
no matter how bad things got, seemed to send the message that for most Americans, the President's infidelities did not 
bear any nexus to his fitness for or performance in office. Even the President's prosecutors were repeatedly at pains to 
emphasize that they were not pursuing the President because of his sexual activity, but because of his alleged perjury 
and obstruction of justice in attempting to cover it up. Thus, both sides appear to have agreed that the sexual behavior, 
standing alone, was not public business. 

But surely it does not follow, from this exercise in pop political science, that Clinton, or more plausibly, Monica 
Lewinsky, might have been able to sue the news organizations that reported on the affair, for publication of private 
facts. For although the polls were one-sided, they were not absolute. Some Americans did think Clinton's sexual behav-
ior, standing alone, was probative of both his public and private character. Once this true fact falls into the lap of a news 
organization, the First Amendment contemplates that the ethical and news instincts of journalists, not the post-mortems 
of juries and judges, should dictate what is or is not published.  n144 
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When the plaintiff is a private figure, the analysis is more problematic. It is perhaps useful, here, to draw some 
comparisons to the defamation doctrine.  [*1135]  At the outset it is worth observing that at least in theory, the defama-
tion doctrine would seem to support the viability of the private facts tort, even as applied to public officials and public 
figures. In defamation law there is a formal doctrinal requirement that the defamatory speech at issue be germane to a 
public official's fitness for or performance in office.  n145 And, at least for limited-purpose public figures, the law requires 
that the defamatory speech bear a nexus to whatever sphere of activity it was that made the plaintiff a public figure.  n146 
Thus, when a court holds a putative limited-purpose public figure not to be a public figure for the purposes of the de-
famatory speech at issue, this might be seen as an adjudication on relevance. The court's determination that the speech 
does not connect to any public controversy that the plaintiff has entered can be seen as a declaration that the defamatory 
speech is not on a topic deserving heightened First Amendment protection, at least as applied to this plaintiff. Maybe 
this same sort of "nexus" requirement we routinely apply in defamation cases could be used in the private facts context. 

This picture, however, is deceptively neat. There is first that conceptually puzzling category, the "all-purpose" pub-
lic figure. This person, whom we usually think of as the mega-celebrity, a Michael Jordan or a Madonna, is deemed a 
public person for all aspects of life. This seems to contradict the notion of a nexus, and seems to be a concession in 
defamation doctrine that for this type of celebrity plaintiff, there are no spheres of private life at all. 

In defamation cases, moreover, the lawsuit is, by hypothesis, predicated on a false and defamatory statement of 
fact. We thus are not dealing with dissemination of truth at all, but a dissemination of falsehood. There is some policy 
sense to the argument that such falsehood deserves no heightened constitutional protection unless it is connected in 
some way to public discourse. The entire rationale for New York Times Co. v. Sullivan  n147 and its progeny was to pro-
vide breathing space for robust debate on issues of public concern. When the false speech at issue cannot plausibly be 
connected to such matters, the argument for stripping the speech of heightened protection is at least theoretically coher-
ent. 

Yet in practice, very few cases, if any, involving public officials have ever held that the defamatory statements at 
issue are too far outside the ambit of the official's duties to merit the protection of the New York Times standard. There 
are a fair number of cases involving governmental employees deemed too low in the hierarchy of government to trigger 
the New York Times standard. In some of those cases, it is possible that the decision to not treat the governmental em-
ployee as a public official was influenced by the apparent lack of connection between the employee's official duties and 
the defamatory statements. Yet these cases are rare, and by no means is the "relevance to office" a well-grooved and 
sharply defined component of modern defamation practice. 

 [*1136]  Yet the defamation cases do seem to invite a doctrinal division between public and private figures. Even 
so, it is difficult to see how the fault standards that mark that division in defamation cases would be translated to the 
private facts tort, in which falsity is not an element, and thus to speak of knowing or reckless falsity, or negligence with 
regard to falsity, is nonsensical. We might calibrate fault more in terms of "good faith" in privacy cases, asking in public 
plaintiff cases whether the defendant subjectively believed in the newsworthiness of the material being presented, and in 
private plaintiff cases whether objectively, the presentation of the material was newsworthy. 

Thus, in public figure and public official cases, we would examine the subjective state of mind of the defendant, 
asking whether the defendant subjectively believed that the material being presented was newsworthy. Unless we had 
evidence that the defendant did not subjectively believe in the newsworthiness of the material, but rather published the 
material gratuitously, to embarrass or humiliate the plaintiff, no cause of action could exist. This doctrine would resem-
ble the concept in defamation law of the "dishonestly maintained opinion."  n148 Even though statements of opinion are 
generally not actionable, when the opinion being presented is not in fact sincerely held, there is a question as to whether 
the normal immunity for expression of opinion should exist. Imagine, for example, a malicious New York Times drama 
critic on a private vendetta against a Broadway producer, who pans the producer's new play on Broadway, causing the 
play to fold, when in fact the critic thought the play was excellent.  n149 There is authority for the proposition that in these 
circumstances, the normal immunity for expression of opinion should be forfeited.  n150 

To continue the comparison to defamation law, in private figure cases the defendant could be held liable for the 
publication of private facts if the ordinary reasonable person would find the material at issue not newsworthy. 

For a number of reasons, I do not believe that the matrix of fault suggested above, which would attempt to mimic 
the rules that currently exist for defamation, are appropriate in privacy cases. The standards may seem reasonably bal-
anced in theory, but in practice I believe they would fail to adequately protect First Amendment values. Privacy advo-
cates, in my view, should be pleased if future First Amendment doctrine were actually to evolve along these lines. Such 
an evolution would go a long distance toward revitalizing the tort of publication of private facts as applied to private 
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figures. Private figures, particularly those swept up into media coverage through no voluntary action of their own, pre-
sent highly sympathetic stories, and one would predict that juries would be very inclined to treat the presentation of 
ostensibly private material about such figures as unreasonable and therefore actionable. 

 [*1137]  Privacy advocates might argue, of course, that at least as to public figures, such a regime would effective-
ly render the private facts tort dead, because defendants will always claim that they subjectively believed that the facts 
at issue were newsworthy, and this self-serving testimony will effectively immunize them from liability. It is not at all 
clear, however, that the picture would really be so bleak. By giving some doctrinal form to what has been, up to now, a 
the relatively unbounded "newsworthiness" defense, plaintiffs would have a foot in the door. Once the question of proof 
of state of mind becomes an element in litigation, plaintiffs will be permitted to demand the opportunity to meet their 
evidentiary burden through circumstantial evidence. This has been, for example, the doctrine that has evolved in defa-
mation law, in which the actual malice standard is almost always established by circumstantial proof, proof that goes 
against a defendant's self-serving protestations of innocence. 

In Eastwood v. National Enquirer, Inc,  n151 for example, the court held that Clint Eastwood had satisfied the actual 
malice standard in a suit against the National Enquirer arising from an "exclusive interview" published by the Enquirer 
that Eastwood claimed never took place.  n152 The Enquirer actually lifted the interview from a London tabloid, present-
ing it as its own.  n153 Eastwood denied ever giving an interview to either publication.  n154 "As we have yet to see a de-
fendant who admits to entertaining serious subjective doubt about the authenticity of an article it published, we must be 
guided by circumstantial evidence," the court wrote.  n155 "By examining the editors' actions we try to understand their 
motives."  n156 While there is no actual malice where journalists unknowingly mislead the public,  n157 the court reasoned, 
a jury could conclude that the Enquirer's editors knew or should have known that their statements would be misleading.  
n158 

This analysis is appropriate for defamation law, where we are dealing with falsity. But it breaks down in privacy 
cases, in which by definition the facts revealed are true. The subjective judgment of what is or is not newsworthy is 
different in kind from the subjective inquiry into whether a defendant doubted the truth or falsity of a story. The tempta-
tion to hold defendants liable on the theory that they must have believed their story was not genuinely newsworthy 
would simply be too great, leaving too little of the breathing space required to protect the independence of editorial 
judgment.  [*1138]  Admittedly, the balance of interests is much closer in private figure cases. If the reported decisions 
were awash in examples of the press gratuitously descending on private figures to reveal private facts about their lives 
when there is no apparent connection to any independently newsworthy, a case for crafting some new doctrinal protec-
tion for private figures might be more persuasive. But no such tide of media abuse is discernable. Rather, privacy cases 
brought by private figures seem to arise in contexts in which the general news value of the story is apparent. The harm 
is usually in the inclusion of some intimate detail or some particularly anguishing or poignantly tragic visual image. 
Once again, there is simply too much danger that application of a negligence standard to these types of cases could 
cripple the ability of the press to present stories involving "ordinary people" on matters of public interest. If the tort is to 
exist at all as applied to private figures, there ought to be at least a requirement of proof that the defendant acted with no 
subjective belief that the material was newsworthy. The net effect would be to rachet upward the standards for defama-
tion one level when those standards are applied to privacy torts, permitting a cause of action to exist in private figure 
cases upon a showing of subjective fault, and entirely forbidding the cause of action as applied to public plaintiffs. 

Conclusion 
  
 With cheeky tongue in cheek I have suggested that to some degree, the privacy plaintiff's take is the product of the 
privacy plaintiff's make. On a less impish concluding note, it might be worth turning this equation around. The freedom 
of speech and press that information-gatherers enjoy will inevitably, over the long run, be influenced by the degree of 
restraint and responsibility with which that freedom is exercised. If this is the stuff of grand cliche - that with freedom 
comes responsibility - it is also the stuff of true cliche, the stuff of legal realism. 

For the widespread sense of public disquiet that privacy is an endangered species, perhaps on the edge extinction, 
will inevitably engender calls for legal reforms designed to retrench the right to be let alone, restoring some sense of 
equilibrium to modern life. The public's concerns about privacy in relation to information-gathering feed from much the 
same well of concerns about broader privacy invasions. Information gatherers, particularly the mainstream press, must 
be sensitive to this growing concern. As matters stand today, strong First Amendment doctrines stand in the way of 
many of the most meaningful privacy reforms. But the First Amendment tradition is always evolving; like all law, it is 
malleable and elastic, constantly being shaped by evolving social movements and cultural sensibilities. A press with no 
respect for society's interests in privacy may someday find itself in a society with no respect for the press. 
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the country would come to apply through the adoption of a qualified constitutional privilege. See id. at 709-10 (Powell, J., concurring). Pre-
serving the arms-length independence of the press was central to Justice Powell's concerns, as he admonished that state and federal authori-
ties are not "free to 'annex' the news media as 'an investigative arm of government.'" Id. at 709 (Powell, J., concurring). Justice Powell in-
structed that: the asserted claim to privilege should be judged on its facts by the striking of a proper balance between freedom of the press 
and the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony with respect to criminal conduct. The balance of these vital constitutional and so-
cietal interests on a case-by-case basis accords with the tried and traditional way of adjudicating such questions. Id. at 710 (Powell, J., con-
curring). Following Justice Powell's lead, courts throughout the country recognized a qualified First Amendment reporter's privilege, usually 
employing a multi-part balancing test, which focused on "(1) whether the information is relevant" (often requiring that the material be "criti-
cal" or go to the "heart of the matter" being litigated), "(2) whether the information can be obtained by alternative means, and (3) whether 
there is a compelling interest in the information." LaRouche v. NBC, 780 F.2d 1134, 1139 (4th Cir. 1986); see also United States v. Lloyd, 
71 F.3d 1256, 1261, 1268-69 (7th Cir. 1995); United States v. Caporale, 806 F.2d 1487, 1504 (11th Cir. 1986); Bruno & Stillman, Inc. v. 
Globe Newspaper Co., 633 F.2d 583, 593-99 (1st Cir. 1980); Miller v. Transamerican Press, Inc., 621 F.2d 721, 726 (5th Cir. 1980); United 
States v. Cuthberston, 630 F.2d 139, 146-48 (3d Cir. 1980). 

n19.  See Gonzalez v. NBC, 155 F.3d 618, 623-27 (2d Cir. 1998) (refusing to extend the privilege to non-confidential information). 

n20.  See, e.g., Desnick v. ABC, 44 F.3d 1345, 1347 (7th Cir. 1995); United States v. Mullins, 992 F.2d. 1472 (9th Cir. 1993); Wolfson v. 
Lewis, 924 F. Supp. 1413, 1415-16 (E.D. Pa. 1996); Food Lion, Inc. v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 887 F. Supp. 811 (M.D.N.C. 1995); discus-
sion infra text accompanying notes 100-104. 

n21.  See infra text accompanying notes 75-82. 
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n22.  One of the core principles of modern First Amendment jurisprudence is that absent the need to vindicate a governmental interest of the 
highest order, the press is entitled to examine and publish truthful material that falls into its hands, even though that material may be legally 
classified, confidential, or under judicial seal. This principle has been consistently applied by the Supreme Court. For example, the Court has 
refused to permit civil liability against the media for the accurate revelation of the identity of rape victims lawfully obtained through public 
records, even if the records were released by mistake. See Florida Star v. B.J.F., 491 U.S. 524, 526-29 (1989) (holding unconstitutional the 
imposition of liability against a newspaper for publishing the name of a rape victim in contravention of a Florida statute prohibiting such 
publication in circumstances in which a police department inadvertently released the victim's name); Cox Broad. Corp. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 
469, 471, 496-97 (1975) (holding unconstitutional a civil damages award entered against a television station for broadcasting the name of a 
rape-murder victim obtained from courthouse records). 

n23.  The Court has declared unconstitutional orders attempting to shield from public disclosure the identity of juveniles in court proceed-
ings. See Smith v. Daily Mail Publ'g Co., 443 U.S. 97, 104 (1979) (finding unconstitutional the indictment of two newspapers for violating a 
state statute forbidding newspapers to publish, without written approval of the juvenile court, the name of any youth charged as a juvenile of-
fender, where the newspapers obtained the name of the alleged juvenile assailant from witnesses, the police, and a local prosecutor, stating 
that the "magnitude of the State's interest in this statute is not sufficient to justify application of a criminal penalty"); Oklahoma Publ'g Co. v. 
Oklahoma County Dist. Court, 430 U.S. 308, 308-09 (1977) (declaring unconstitutional a state court's pretrial order enjoining the media 
from publishing the name or photograph of an eleven-year-old boy in connection with a juvenile proceeding reporters had attended). The 
Court has refused to permit penalties against a newspaper for publishing confidential information in the secret proceedings of a Judicial In-
quiry and Review Commission. See Landmark Comm., Inc. v. Virginia, 435 U.S. 829, 830-34 (1978) (overturning criminal sanctions against 
newspaper for publishing information from confidential judicial disciplinary proceedings leaked to the paper). The Court has even extended 
the principle to the revelation of material from grand jury proceedings. See Butterworth v. Smith, 494 U.S. 624, 626 (1990) (refusing to en-
force the traditional veil of secrecy surrounding grand jury proceedings against a reporter who wished to disclose the substance of his own 
testimony after the grand jury had terminated, holding the restriction inconsistent with the First Amendment principle protecting disclosure 
of truthful information). 

n24.  The Florida Star Court summarized this now well-entrenched line of precedent with this statement: "'If a newspaper lawfully obtains 
truthful information about a matter of public significance then state officials may not constitutionally punish publication of the information, 
absent a need to further a state interest of the highest order.'" Florida Star, 491 U.S. at 533 (quoting Daily Mail, 443 U.S. at 103); see also 
Procter & Gamble Co. v. Bankers Trust Co., 78 F.3d 219, 225 (6th Cir. 1996) (striking down as an unconstitutional prior restraint an order 
preventing Business Week magazine from publishing materials sealed pursuant to a protective order obtained by the magazine through the 
disclosure by a member of a law firm representing one of the parties who did not realize the materials were sealed). 

n25.  In the Pentagon Papers case, New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971), Justice White, in a concurring opinion, 
seemed to support the proposition that the New York Times and Washington Post could be held criminally responsible for having published 
the Pentagon Papers, which were classified when the newspapers published them. See id. at 737 (White, J., concurring) ("I would have no 
difficulty in sustaining convictions under these sections on facts that would not justify the intervention of equity and the imposition of a prior 
restraint."). 

n26.  See Wilson v. Layne, 119 S. Ct. 1692, 1695 (1999); Hanlon v. Berger, 119 S.Ct. 1706, 1706 (1999). 

n27.  See infra notes 135-139 and accompanying text. 

n28.  See Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589 (1977). The Court in Whalen rejected a challenge to New York's maintenance of a centralized com-
puter file, which contained "the names and addresses of all persons who had obtained, pursuant to a doctor's prescription, certain drugs for 
which there [was] both a lawful and an unlawful market." Id. at 591. The Court, however, noted: We are not unaware of the threat to privacy 
implicit in the accumulation of vast amounts of personal information in computerized data banks or other massive government files. The col-
lection of taxes, the distribution of welfare and social security benefits, the supervision of public health, the direction of our Armed Forces, 
and the enforcement of the criminal laws all require the orderly preservation of great quantities of information, much of which is personal in 
character and potentially embarrassing or harmful if disclosed. The right to collect and use such data for public purposes is typically accom-
panied by a concomitant statutory or regulatory duty to avoid unwarranted disclosures. Recognizing that in some circumstances that duty ar-
guably has its roots in the Constitution, nevertheless New York's statutory scheme, and its implementing administrative procedures, evidence 
a proper concern with, and protection of, the individual's interest in privacy.  Id. at 605. 

n29.  See United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 762-66 (1989). This Freedom of Infor-
mation Act decision held that personal rap sheets were subject to privacy exemption and noted that the accumulation and organization of da-
ta may create an invasion of privacy even though the data, in its component parts, is available from scattered public courthouse records. See 
id.  Recognition of this attribute of a privacy interest supports the distinction, in terms of personal privacy, between scattered disclosure of 
the bits of information contained in a rap sheet and revelation of the rap sheet as a whole. The very fact that federal funds have been spent to 
prepare, index, and maintain these criminal-history files demonstrates that the individual items of information in the summaries would not 
otherwise be "freely available" either to the officials who have access to the underlying files or to the general public. Id. at 764; see also Re-
statement (Second) of Torts 652D (1977) ("There is no liability for giving publicity to facts about the plaintiff's life that are matters of public 
record, such as the date of his birth... On the other hand, if the record is one not open to public inspection, as in the case of income tax re-
turns, it is not public, and there is an invasion of privacy when it is made so"); W. Page Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on the Law of Torts 
117, at 859 (5th ed. 1984) (arguing that merely because a fact can be found in a public record "does not mean that it should receive wide-
spread publicity if it does not involve a matter of public concern"). 

n30.  See People v. Dezek, 308 N.W.2d 652, 654-55 (Mich. Ct. App. 1981) (upholding a reasonable expectation of privacy against video 
surveillance in restroom stalls). 

n31.  See Vega-Rodriguez v. Puerto Rico Tel. Co., 110 F.3d 174, 184 (1st Cir. 1997) (dismissing invasion of privacy claim arising from em-
ployers surveillance of employees in work areas). 
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n32.  See Quentin Burrows, Scowl Because You're on Candid Camera: Privacy and Video Surveillance, 31 Val. U. L. Rev. 1079, 1096-98, 
1131-38 (1997). 

n33.  The first two of these proposals, dealing with the paparazzi and intrusion, are aimed in a relatively pure sense at information-gathering. 
The third, dealing with expanding the tort of publication of private facts, actually deals with publication, not the information-gathering pro-
cess as such; but the policy issues presented by this tort are so closely related to those that affect curbs on paparazzi and intrusion that it 
makes sense to include them in this discussion. 

n34.  See Rodney Smolla, From Paparazzi to Hidden Cameras: The Aggressive Side of a Free and Responsible Press, 3 Comm. L. & Pol'y 
315, 315-16 (1998). 

n35.  See Privacy Protection Act of 1998, H.R. 3224, 105th Cong. (1998); Protection from Personal Intrusion Act, H.R. 2448, 105th Cong. 
(1997). 

n36.  See, e.g., Oklahoma Publ'g Co. v. Oklahoma County Dist. Court, 430 U.S. 308, 308-09 (1977) (photograph of eleven-year-old boy tak-
en in connection with a juvenile proceeding involving that child and attended by reporters was not private); Ault v. Hustler Mag., 860 F.2d 
877, 883 (9th Cir. 1988) (stating that a photograph is not a private concern when the person photographed consents to having pictures taken 
for a newspaper); Heath v. Playboy Enter., Inc., 732 F. Supp. 1145, 1148 (S.D. Fla. 1990) ("A photograph taken in a public place is not pri-
vate."); Jackson v. Playboy Enter., Inc., 574 F. Supp. 10, 11, 13-14 (S.D. Ohio 1983) (finding that photographs of three minor boys and po-
licewoman on city sidewalk in plain view of the public did not constitute "purely private activity"); Cape Publications, Inc. v. Bridges, 423 
So.2d 426, 427-28 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982) (holding the press could print a photograph of woman clutching a dish towel to her body in or-
der to conceal her nudity as she was escorted to a police car "in full public view" after escaping a kidnapping). 

n37.  Cal. Civ. Code 1708.8 (West 1998). 

n38.  Author's Note: My friend Professor Erwin Chemerinsky wrote his reply to my article based on a preliminary draft that I had circulated 
in advance of the Law Review's symposium. In listening to Professor Chemerinsky's oral presentation at that symposium, and in reading the 
first draft of his reply, I became convinced that he was probably right, and I was probably wrong on one point. Whereas the various federal 
proposals discussed in my article do appear to be clearly targeted at the paparazzi, the California proposal is more carefully worded, and ar-
guably is not. (No doubt this is in part attributable to the fine counsel its sponsors received from Professor Chemerinsky.) Since Professor 
Chemerinsky had already put considerable effort into his reply in reliance on my strongly-worded critique of the California law, it seemed 
unfair for me to simply delete those passages, thereby requiring Professor Chemerinsky to re-write his response. So instead I offer this foot-
note of modest retreat. The California statute strikes me now as on the cusp between a content-based and content-neutral law, posing the 
kind of difficult problem of characterization that faced the Supreme Court in Ladue v. City of Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43 (1994). In Ladue, the 
Court in effect finally said that it did not really matter, because whether the law was content-based or content-neutral, the impact on expres-
sive interests was too severe to be sustained. For the reasons that are elaborated at length in the text, that is my view of the California law, 
even if Chemerinsky is correct that it is content-neutral. Whatever the best view of this debate may be, however, I suppose it is worth noting 
that this exchange may itself be a visible vindication of the occasional validity of the marketplace of ideas metaphor. Here we actually have a 
case of a person going to an academic conference, listening to a critic, and admitting that on at least one significant point, the critic may have 
the better of the argument. 

n39.  Cal. Civ. Code 1708.8(a) ("A person is liable for physical invasion of privacy when the defendant knowingly enters onto the land of 
another without permission or otherwise committed a trespass, in order to physically invade the privacy of the plaintiff with the intent to cap-
ture any type of visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression of the plaintiff engaging in a personal or familial activity and 
the physical invasion occurs in a manner that is offensive to a reasonable person.") 

n40.  See id. 1708.8(b) ("A person is liable for constructive invasion of privacy when the defendant attempts to capture, in a manner that is 
offensive to a reasonable person, any type of visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression of the plaintiff engaging in a per-
sonal or familial activity under circumstances in which the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of privacy, through the use of a visual or 
auditory enhancing device, regardless of whether there is a physical trespass, if this image, sound recording, or other physical impression 
could not have been achieved without a trespass unless the visual or auditory enhancing device was used."). 

n41.  See id. 1708.8(k) ("For the purposes of this section, 'personal and familial activity' includes, but is not limited to, intimate details of the 
plaintiff's personal life, interactions with the plaintiff's family or significant others, or other aspects of plaintiff's private affairs or concerns. 
Personal and familial activity does not include illegal or otherwise criminal activity as delineated in subdivision (f). However, 'personal and 
familial activity' shall include the activities of victims of crime in circumstances where either subdivision (a) or (b), or both, would apply."). 

n42.  Id. 1708.8(j) ("For the purposes of this section, 'for a commercial purpose' means any act done with the expectation of a sale, financial 
gain, or other consideration. A visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression shall not be found to have been, or intended to 
have been captured for a commercial purpose unless it is intended to be, or was in fact, sold, published, or transmitted."). 

n43.  See id. 1708.8(c) ("A person who commits physical invasion of privacy or constructive invasion of privacy, or both, is liable for up to 
three times the amount of any general and special damages that are proximately caused by the violation of this section. This person may also 
be liable for punitive damages, subject to proof according to Section 3294. If the plaintiff proves that the invasion of privacy was committed 
for a commercial purpose, the defendant shall also be subject to disgorgement to the plaintiff of any proceeds or other consideration obtained 
as a result of the violation of this section.") 

n44.  See id. 1708.8(g). 

n45.  See id. 1708.8(d) ("A person who directs, solicits, actually induces, or actually causes another person, regardless of whether there is an 
employer-employee relationship, to violate subdivision (a) or (b) or both is liable for any general, special, and consequential damages result-
ing from each said violation. In addition, the person that directs, solicits, instigates, induces, or otherwise causes another person, regardless 
of whether there is an employer-employee relationship, to violate this section shall be liable for punitive damages to the extent that an em-
ployer would be subject to punitive damages pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 3294."). 
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n46.  See id. 1708.8(e) ("Sale, transmission, publication, broadcast, or use of any image or recording of the type, or under the circumstances, 
described in this section shall not itself constitute a violation of this section, nor shall this section be construed to limit all other rights or 
remedies of plaintiff in law or equity, including, but not limited to, the publication of private facts."). 

n47.  For example, a bill introduced in the United States House of Representatives, H.R. 3224, 105th Cong. 1822 (1998), read: a)Whoever 
persistently follows or chases any individual in the United States for the [tn1,2]purpose of obtaining a visual image, sound recording, or oth-
er physical impression of that or another individual, shall be punished as provided in subsection (b), if - (1) the image, recording, or impres-
sion was intended to be, or was in fact, sold, published, or transmitted in interstate or foreign commerce, or the person attempted to capture 
such image, recording, or impression moved in interstate of foreign commerce in order to capture such image, recording, or impression. (2) 
the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy from such intrusions and has taken reasonable steps to ensure that privacy; (3) the in-
dividual has a reasonable fear that death or bodily injury will result from that following or chasing; and (4) the obtaining of the image, re-
cording, or other impression is for commercial purposes. (b)The punishment for an offense under this section is - (1) if death is caused by the 
offense, the punishment provided under section 1111 or 1112 for a like offense under that section; (2) if serious bodily injury is caused by 
the offense, the punishment provided in section 113 [sic] for a like offense under that section; and (3) in any other case, a fine under this title 
or imprisonment for not more than 1 year, or both. (c)(1) A person who is subjected to a violation of subsection (a) may, in a civil action 
against the person engaging in that violation, obtain any appropriate relief. (2) In any civil action under this section, the court shall allow the 
prevailing party a reasonable attorney's fee and other reasonable litigation costs as part of the costs. (d)It is not a defense to a prosecution or 
civil action under this section that - (1) no image or recording was captured; or (2) no image or recording was sold. (e)Nothing in this section 
may be construed to make the sale, transmission, publica-[tn1,2]tion, broadcast, or use of any visual image, sound recording, or other physi-
cal impression in any otherwise lawful manner by any person subject to criminal charge or civil liability. (f)Only a person physically present 
at the time of, and engaging or assisting another [tn1,2]in engaging in, the following or chasing that constitutes a violation of this section is 
subject to a Federal criminal charge or civil liability under this section, or section 2, 3, 4, or 371 of this title, based on a violation of this sec-
tion. A person shall not be subject to such charge or liability by reason of the conduct of an agent, employee, or contractor of that person or 
because any visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression captured in violation of this section was solicited, bought, used, or 
sold by that person. (g)The prohibitions of this section do not apply with respect to official law enforce-[tn1,2]ment activities. (h)Nothing in 
this section shall be taken to preempt any right or remedy otherwise [tn1,2]available under Federal, State, or local law. (i)As used in this sec-
tion - (1) the term "for commercial purposes" means with the expectation of financial gain or other consideration from the sale or other trans-
fer of the visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression; and (2) the term "State" includes the District of Columbia and each 
other commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States. Id. 

n48.  S. 2103, 105th Cong. (1998). 

n49.  See id. 

n50.  See id. Thus, the Feinstein-Hatch proposal also allowed civil actions to be brought against the paparazzi who use high-powered lenses, 
microphones, or even helicopters to trespass for commercial purposes, employing a notion of "constructive trespass." As in the California 
law, under this provision, liability exists if the person engaging in the paparazzi tactics trespasses, or if the person commits a constructive 
trespass, by using visual or auditory enhancement devices to capture recordings that they otherwise could not have captured without tres-
passing, for commercial purposes. The bill created remedies for the property owner or person photographed for the trespass or constructive 
trespass. See id. 

n51.  See Ladeu v. City of Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 55 (1994); Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Minnesota Comm'r of Review, 460 U.S. 575, 
590 (1993); Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1936). 

n52.  See H.R. 3224, 1822(f) ("Only a person physically present at the time of, and engaging or assisting another in engaging in, the follow-
ing or chasing that constitutes a violation of this section is subject to a Federal criminal charge or civil liability under this section ...."). 

n53.  See id. 1822(a)(1) ("The image, recording, or impression was intended to be, or was in fact, sold, published, or transmitted in interstate 
or foreign commerce, or the person attempted to capture such image, recording, or impression moved in interstate of foreign commerce in 
order to capture such image, recording, or impression."); see also id. 1822(i)(1) ("The term 'for commercial purposes' means with the expec-
tation of financial gain or other consideration from the sale or other transfer of the visual image, sound recording, or other physical impres-
sion ...."). 

n54.  See id. 1822(f) ("A person shall not be subject to such charge or liability by reason of the conduct of an agent, employee, or contractor 
of that person or because any visual image, sound recording, or other physical impression captured in violation of this section was solicited, 
bought, used, or sold by that person."). 

n55.  See supra note 38. 

n56.  See Regan v. Time, Inc., 468 U.S. 641, 648-49 (1984) ("Regulations which permit the Government to discriminate on the basis of the 
content of the message cannot be tolerated under the First Amendment."); see also R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 386-87 (1992) 
(noting that an ordinance that proscribes a subsect of fighting is content-based); United States v. Eichman, 496 U.S. 310, 319 (1990) ("'If 
there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that the Government may not prohibit the expression of an idea simply be-
cause society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable.'" (quoting Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 414 (1989))); Hustler Mag., Inc. v. 
Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 56 (1988) (concluding that "public figures and public officials may not recover for the tort of intentional infliction of 
emotional distress by reason of publication... without a showing... that the publication contains a false statement of fact which was made 
with actual malice ...."); Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Defense & Educ. Fund, Inc., 473 U.S. 788, 806 (1985) ("Although a speaker may be 
excluded from a nonpublic forum if he wishes to address a topic not encompassed within the purpose or the forum... or if he is not a member 
of the class of speakers for whose special benefit the forum was created... the government violates the First Amendment when it denies ac-
cess to a speaker solely to suppress the point of view he espouses on an otherwise includible subject."); Members of the City Council v. 
Taxpayers for Vincent, 466 U.S. 789, 804 (1984) ("The First Amendment forbids the government to regulate speech in ways that favor some 
viewpoints or ideas at the expense of others."); Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 65 (1983); Perry Educ. Ass'n v. Perry Lo-
cal Educators' Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37, 46 (1983); Carey v. Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 462-63 (1980). 
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n57.  See H.R. 3224, 1822(a)(1)-(2). 

n58.  Even if it were, incidental impact on speech would be enough to trigger the First Amendment's intermediate scrutiny standard, under 
which the law might well be struck down under the principles emanating from United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968). In O'Brien, the 
Court applied an intermediate scrutiny standard to cases where there is an "incidental restriction" on free expression caused by a law "unre-
lated to the suppression of free expression." Id. at 377. O'Brien is routinely applied by courts to subject content-neutral laws to intermediate 
scrutiny review. See generally Rodney A. Smolla, Smolla and Nimmer on Freedom of Speech 9-1 to -17 (3d ed. 1996). Under the O'Brien 
test: a government regulation is sufficiently justified if it is within the constitutional power of the Government; if it furthers an important or 
substantial governmental interest; if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and if the incidental re-
striction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest. O'Brien, 391 U.S. at 377. 

n59.  See supra note 38. 

n60.  See Simon & Schuster, Inc. v. New York State Crime Victims Bd., 502 U.S. 105, 115 (1991) ("A statute is presumptively inconsistent 
with the First Amendment if it imposes a financial burden on speakers because of the content of their speech.") 

n61.  Id. at 118 (applying strict scrutiny test to strike down New York's "Son of Sam" law because of content-based discrimination). 

n62.  See id. at 115-16. 

n63.  See id. at 116 ("The Son of Sam law is such a content-based statute. It singles out income derived from expressive activity for a burden 
the State places on no other income, and it is directed only at works with a specified content."). 

n64.  See infra notes 69-70 (explaining that equality components of the First Amendment do not allow for speaker-based discrimination). 

n65.  501 U.S. 663 (1991). 

n66.  See id. at 665. 

n67.  Id. at 669; see also Citizen Publ'g Co. v. United States, 394 U.S. 131, 135 (1969) (sustaining application of antitrust laws to the press); 
Oklahoma Press Publ'g Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 189-92 (1946) (sustaining application of Fair Labor Standards Act to the press); Asso-
ciated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945) (sustaining application of antitrust laws to the press); Associated Press v. NLRB, 301 
U.S. 103, 132-33 (1937) (sustaining application of National Labor Relations Act to the press). 

n68.  See, e.g., Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Minnesota Comm'r of Revenue, 460 U.S. 575, 590 (1983); Grosjean v. American Press 
Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1936). The same principle has been applied by the Court in the religion context. See Jimmy Swaggart Ministries v. 
Board of Equalization, 493 U.S. 378, 389-91 (1990) (sustaining generally applicable sales tax even as applied to religious books and mer-
chandise). In Leather v. Medlock, 499 U.S. 439 (1991), the Court seemed to compromise these principles, holding that a sales tax was con-
stitutional even though it applied to only certain segments of the media. See id. at 453. 

n69.  See, e.g., Arkansas Writers' Project, Inc. v. Ragland, 481 U.S. 221, 233 (1987) (noting that selective taxation of the press through the 
narrow targeting of individual members offends the First Amendment). 

n70.  See Ladue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 55 (1994) ("Our prior decisions have voiced particular concern with laws that foreclose an entire 
medium of expression.") (citing Frisby v. Schultz, 487 U.S. 474, 486 (1988); Schad v. Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61, 75-76 (1981); Martin v. 
City of Struthers, 319 U.S. 141, 145-49 (1943) (finding constitutional right to distribute literature door to door); Jamison v. Texas, 318 U.S. 
413, 416 (1943) (holding an ordinance prohibiting the distribution of handbills discussing religion unconstitutional); Schneider v. State, 308 
U.S. 147, 164-65 (1939); Lovell v. City of Griffin, 303 U.S. 444, 451-52 (1938)). 

n71.  Once again, it is worth noting that even if such photographs were commercial speech, they would still receive high levels of constitu-
tional protection under the increasingly robust First Amendment standards protecting such speech. 

n72.  425 U.S. 748 (1976). 

n73.  Id. at 761. 

n74.  Id. (citation omitted); see also Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 384-85 (1973); New 
York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 266 (1964) ("If the allegedly libelous statements would otherwise be constitutionally protected 
from the present judgment, they do not forfeit that protection because they were published in the form of a paid advertisement."); Smith v. 
California, 361 U.S. 147, 152 (1959); Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 501 (1952) ("That books, newspapers, and magazines 
are published and sold for profit does not prevent them from being a form of expression whose liberty is safeguarded by the First Amend-
ment. We fail to see why the operation or profit should have any different effect in the case of motion pictures."). 

n75.  The Supreme Court set forth the current standard governing regulation of commercial speech in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. 
v. Public Service Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 566 (1980) ("At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First 
Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that provision, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we 
ask whether the asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine whether the regula-
tion directly advances the governmental interest asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to serve that interest."). 
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